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“Some things are hard to describe in words. In fact, many 
things are hard to describe in words. Try describing in 
detail the bedroom you spent your childhood in. My guess 
is that you will have a hard time describing it well enough 
for someone else to recreate it. The same is true for new 
ideas. 
Words my be a start, but they often lack the precision and 
clarity required to describe a new idea to someone else.”

Tim Brown – Ide0
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What does he mean by this?



Storyboarding
A method of visualizing the embodiment 
of a product, service or physical artifact 
through sequence and narrative.
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A scenario is the first step in describing the details of a concept.
Scenarios describe the use of a “thing” over time (relative time).




Scenarios
A written story that explains how a person 
will use a product, service, or system to 
achieve a goal.

What’s the difference between a goal and an outcome?




A Good Scenario
1.  Acts as a bridge between an initial design idea or problem and a solution
2.  Advances the fidelity of an idea
3.  Stands on its own, without explanation
4.  Does not generally prescribe implementation elements
5.  Does describe key moments or interactions – “magic moments”
6.  Includes a rich description of a person
7.  Includes a rich description of a goal

8.  Is credible



Problem:
Elderly people that need to take medications often 
have issues with keeping track of when and how to 

take their prescriptions.

Example – Pill Reminder



Example – Pill Reminder

Design Idea: 
Pill Reminder for 

Elderly 

Meet George. Over the past few years, George has been taking a variety of 
medications to aid his various health issues. Once a month, George walks to his 
neighbor pharmacy and gets his prescriptions filled. He picks up several meds and 
takes them home. After organizing them into a pill box, he carries on with his normal 
routine. 

George tries to take his meds at the right time but often forgets when and how to take 
them. His wife Sarah often worries when he doesn’t stick to the instructions listed on 
each prescription. She notices that he has good days and bad days as a result of not 
following the directions. One day, George notices a small tag hanging from each pill 
bottle of his refilled prescriptions. He picks one up to exam it. “Download Pill 
Assistant - Scan this code to set a reminder.” 

George gets his phone out and downloads the app from the app store. He takes a 
picture of the first prescription and it instantly adds the medication to his med list. 
The app sets reminders for him on when and how to take the medication. George is 
amazed at how easy it is to add medications to his app. He scans the other 
medications and quickly adds them into a simple set of daily reminders. 

George now gets reminders and instructions for his medication throughout the day. 
As his prescriptions run out, the app lets him know that his new medications are 
ready to be picked up at the pharmacy. George and Sarah are relieved to find that 
they spend less time worrying about his medications.
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Divide the story into “frames”
Meet George. 

Over the past few years, George has been taking a variety of medications to aid his various health issues. 

Once a month, George walks to his neighbor pharmacy and gets his prescriptions filled. He picks up several meds and takes them 
home. 

After organizing them into a pill box, he carries on with his normal routine. 

George tries to take his meds at the right time but often forgets when and how to take them. His wife Sarah often worries when he 
doesn’t stick to the instructions listed on each prescription. 

She notices that he has good days and bad days as a result of not following the directions. 

One day, George notices a small tag hanging from each pill bottle of his refilled prescriptions. 

He picks one up to exam it. “Download Pill Assistant - Scan this code to set a reminder.” 

George gets his phone out and downloads the app from the app store. He takes a picture of the first prescription and it instantly 
adds the medication to his med list. 

The app sets reminders for him on when and how to take the medication. 

George is amazed at how easy it is to add medications to his app. 

He scans the other medications and quickly adds them into a simple set of daily reminders. 

George now gets reminders and instructions for his medication throughout the day. 

As his prescriptions run out, the app lets him know that his new medications are ready to be picked up at the pharmacy. George 
and Sarah are relieved to find that they spend less time worrying about his medications.

[Frame 1]

[Frame 2]

[Frame 3]


[Frame 4]

[Frame 5]


[Frame 6]

[Frame 7]

[Frame 8]
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[Frame 10]
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Over the past few 
years, George has 
been taking a variety 
of medications to aid 
his various health 
issues.

Once a month, George 
walks to his neighbor 
pharmacy and gets 
his prescriptions 
filled.

He picks up several 
meds and takes them 
home. After 
organizing them into 
a pill box, he carries 
on with his normal 
routine. 

George tries to take 
his meds at the right 
time but often forgets 
when and how to take 
them.

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 Frame 5

Label and transfer each frame to a post-it
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The image feels like retirement is good…
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Envision & plan each frame..

•  Start with a square container
•  Select your first scene and write down what’s 

happening (any important contextual clues)
•  Envision the type of shot you want to try and sketch & 

include other visual details


Meet George.

George is sitting in his kitchen – 
The image feels like retirement is good…

Close Up Shot – 
George has his coffee & a ball cap.





Close Up – CU - Good for capturing head and shoulders

Over the shoulder – OTS – Great for showing someone 
using a device

Extreme close up – ECU – Great for showing product  / 
service details

Long Shot – LS – Great for showing big spaces or groups

Medium shot – MS – Great for showing people from the 
waist up.
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Scene Types

Long Shot
Great for establishing 

scene, context & 
orientation.

Medium Shot
Great for conversations, 

and medium-ranged 
interactions.

Close Up
Great for detailed 

interaction & focused 
emphasis
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Translate each frame to medium fidelity…

•  Amplify the emotional state
•  Add contextual queues (?, Arrows, etc..)
•  Focus on execution and line weight
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Preparing Images for Presentations

Original Photo Brightness & Contrast Enhancement
No “frame edges” are visible

Photoshop

ArtStudio

PowerPoint



Preparing Images for Presentations

Additional Enhancement
One color shading creates depth

Brightness & Contrast Enhancement

Photoshop

ArtStudio



Enhancement Examples



Planning

Bill dreams of sending 
his favorite toy, a LEGO 
space explorer, into 
space.

Bill describes his 
dream, while his 
dad thinks of ways 
it might actually 
happen

Bill and his dad 
build a weather 
balloon to carry the 
explorer into space. 
An onboard camera 
will catch all of the 
action. 

Bill and his dad launch 
the LEGO space explorer 
on their home-made 
space craft. They wave 
goodbye as the explorer 
rises into the sky.

The LEGO Explorer 
reaches the edge of 
space.

CU - Explorer

MS - Bill Dreaming MS – Bill & Dad ECU – Building
ECU of Explorer over a 
LS of Bill and dad

ECU of Explorer 
over a LS of Earth
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Activity
Pixar Clips

From each clip, pick a section that you would 
like to storyboard (you tell in 4 frames):

1.  Write a scenario that focuses on the key moments

2.  Divide the scenario up into frames

3.  Describe the scene (close up = CU) & include any key 

emotional / contextual elements (“His eyes were huge 
with desire”).


4.  Sketch your storyboard in low-fidelity:

•  First, rapidly sketch each frame (light lines)
•  Do more than one iteration
•  Quickly add in line weights for emphasis


5.  Sketch your storyboard in medium-fidelity:

•  First, rapidly sketch each frame (light lines) using your low 
fidelity sketch as an underlay.  

•  Do more than one iteration.  Work on key visual elements 
through each iteration (expression, action, emotion, etc..)

•  Confidently add in line weights



For Next Class



Questions?
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